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	Products
	Assortment & StorageStorage Equipment. Bags and Bag Accessories · Bins and Stands · Drawers · Racks and Cabinets · Specialty Storage Items · Assortments
		Assortments
	BagsPoly bags are useful for transporting and storing goods because they secure and organize them. Open-ended poly bags have one end that can be filled and the other end that can be sealed with a heat seal, staple, or tape. Sealers for poly bags and tubing use pressure and heat to create an airtight seal.
	Banding & AccessoriesWe have your Steel and Poly Strapping (Banding) and Accessories at Etterman Enterprises!
	Bins & DividersWe have your storage bins and divider to help organize anything that needs a little bit of organization. Let’s make things easier to find for you!
	BoxesShipping boxes come in a variety of shapes, sizes, and abilities for storing and transporting goods. For secure shipping, boxes contain goods wrapped in protective wrapping or surrounded by void fill material. They can be stacked in a warehouse or shipping container after being sealed shut.
	Steel Bins & AccessoriesSteel Drawer Bin Cabinets with Steel Drawers help to organize and secure equipment and hardware. Models made of cold-rolled steel are extremely durable, and powder-coated finishes help to resist corrosion in harsh environments. For added storage space, cabinets and bins of the same width and depth can be stacked. Models that have a stop feature at the back of the drawers may help avoid spilling accidents.
	Steel & Polypropylene DrawersEtterman Enterprises offers a range of drawer cabinets that are ideal for use in maintenance areas and tool rooms to store and organize parts. They are designed to fit into shelving units and workbenches.
	Storage EquipmentStorage cabinets provide businesses with storage solutions for tools and supplies. Heavy-duty commercial and industrial storage cabinets offer high-density storage with customizable compartments and shelves.
	Wire StorageWith the right conduit storage, you can keep your workplace clean and organized. With cable racks, stands, and shelves, you can keep all of your wire conduit secure and organized. Start storing wire spools with reel rack starters, or expand your storage space with reel rack add-ons.



	Cutting ToolsWe bring forth a distinguished collection of Industrial Cutting Tools. Sourced from authentic vendors, our offered tools are manufactured using best grade raw material and are rigorously tested for quality to attain maximum clients’ satisfaction.
		Abrasive Caps & Rubber HeadsAbrasive Caps and Expanding Rubber Heads
	Annular CuttersAnnular Cutters
	BladesBlades
	BrushesBrushes. Industrial brushes. Paint brushes. Acid brushes. Chip brushes. Cup brushes. Conflex brush knot type. End brush. Wheel brushes.
	CountersinksCountersinks
	Decal Removal SystemDecal Removal System
	Drill BitsDrill Bits
	ExtractorsExtractors
	FilesFiles
	Frame ReamersFrame Reamers
	Surface Prep Discs & PadsSurface Preparation Discs and Pads
	Tap and DieTap and Die
	Tungsten Carbide BursTungsten Carbide Burs
	Utility KnivesUtility Knives. Various shapes and styles to choose from.
	WheelsWheels – Bench, Cotton Fiber, Cut-off, Flap, Grinding, Polifan, Razorback and Wire



	ElectricalElectrical
		Alligator ClipsAlligator Clips are designed to use a battery to power devices. Perfect solution for home, auto or marine applications.
	Battery TerminalsAll battery terminals are color coated for easy identification. View our selection of crimp, solder, post type, lugs and accessories at Etterman Enterprises.
	BatteriesBatteries. CR, LR, AA, AAA, AAAA, C, D, 9V, 6V
	Breakers, Fuses & RelaysIf your looking for circuit breakers, a large variety of fuses and assortment of relays, we have what you need at Etterman Enterprises. Check out our stock.
	Terminals & ConnectorsElectrical Terminals. Electric and wire terminals are necessary to connect various circuits or systems together—and luckily Etterman Enterprises has a huge selection to choose from.
	Electrical ToolsElectrical Tools. Unique and Innovative Tools for Electricians, Electrical Contractors, Maintenance and Telecom Professionals.
	Electrical WireElectrical Wire. We carry electrical wire for your truck, trailer and mechanical needs. Variety of gauges and style wire. Different spool sizes available to meet your shop’s needs.
	Extension Cords, Plugs, Sockets & ReceptaclesExtension Cords, Plugs, Sockets and Receptacles. We have everything your shop needs to get plugged in and running, and stay running all year long. Industrial 110 Volt plugs and sockets for everyday use. Industrial 250 volt plugs and receptacles for your heavy duty equipment. Industrial grade extension cords and adapters.
	LightingHere at Etterman Enterprises we have a large selection of lighting. We have automotive lights, mini bulbs, head light capsules, beams and lamps, industrial lighting and fixtures and of course LED lighting!
	Solder and FluxSolder is a fusible metal alloy used to create a permanent bond between metal workpieces. Flux also protects the metal surfaces from re-oxidation during soldering and helps the soldering process by altering the surface tension of the molten solder.
	Tape ProductsTape Products. Duct, Electrical, Foam, Masking tapes and more. Check out our large selection of tape products at Etterman Enterprises.
	Toggle SwitchesToggle switches have a short lever to manually turn equipment on or off. They’re typically used to provide simultaneous actuation of multiple electrical contacts or to control large amounts of electric current.
	Wire Coverings & ProtectionEtterman Enterprises has many types and sizes of wire coverings in stock, from corrugated looms to grommets and shrink tubing, suitable for securing a multitude of automotive electrical wiring and electrical connections in any application. An industrial cable guard or wire safety prevents damage caused by damage caused by wire vibration, abrasion and accidental interaction with other heat-producing equipment components.



	FastenersFasteners
		AnchorsAnchors provide a secure hold when inserted into materials. Threaded anchors include anchor screws, which have sharp threads and strong material construction for boring into concrete or drywall and providing a secure hold. Expanding anchors include drive-pin anchors, which expand in predrilled holes when set with a hammer, and drop-in anchors, which are internally threaded and designed to expand when accommodating corresponding bolts.
	BoltsBolts secure material by applying pressure from the head of the bolt. They fit with comparing tapped holes and nuts to form bolted joints. Cap screws and hex bolts have heads planned for tightening to correct specifications with ratchets or spanner torque wrenches. Bolts with rounded heads, such as carriage bolts and step bolts, give a low-profile fit in tight applications. Eye bolts have heads with expansive, circular openings that can connect with hooks or other fasteners for specialty applications such as vertical lifting.
	Fastener ToolsFastening tools are simply tools that help you apply fasteners, such as nails, screws, bolts, and other specialty hardware.
	HooksS-hooks fit around chains, pipes, rods, and other things to bolster lighting, speakers, and other installations. They can moreover be utilized for canvas tie-downs, or with chains to support objects that ought to turn or swivel.
	Keyed Shafts and KeysEtterman Enterprises offer’s a variety of Keys and Keystock to meet your business needs. Shop our selection. If you can’t find what you need, give us a call today!
	NutsShop for your hex nuts, locknuts, jam nuts and more at Etterman Enterprises. We have a large selection to choose from. Search for your shops needs. If we do not have what you need give us a call we will try and find it for you!
	PinsSecuring pins fit through penetrated holes to adjust machine components, permit free development along an axis, or give a changeless or temporary connection. A metal cotter pin fastener can be bowed amid installation to act like a staple or spring pin. A hitch pin assembly can secure a trailer by dropping in place and locking. A steel-grade, industrial security pin finds, adjusts, and secures components.
	Retaining Rings and ClipsRetaining Rings and clips come in a variety of shapes and sizes. They are primarily used for internally or externally securing a shaft to prevent the shaft from sliding out of its position.
	Rivet and Rivet ToolsRivets make a permanent assembly to affix hard and soft materials. Blind rivets are installed in a joint from only one side of a part or structure. Push-in rivets feature ribbed or expanding shanks that lock in place without extra tools. Solid rivets set in place with a hammer or rivet press. They expand to securely lock parts together. Rivet tools set compatible rivets in place.
	Rods and StudsEtterman Enterprises’ rods or studs come in a diverse range of styles to provide durability and a lasting hold in any application.
	ScrewsScrews are threaded fasteners that make lasting or transitory congregations. They are embedded and expelled by turning in one heading or another. Wood screws, floor screws, and sheet metal screws have level heads that sit flush when holding fabric together. Machine screws secure metal to metal and are embedded into a pre-threaded gap or mated with a nut. Thread-cutting screws are self-tapping screws that cut absent and expel the encompassing fabric to make a tapped gap. Deck screws stand up to rust and erosion to hold open air decking materials together. Drywall screws have fine tips, coarse threads, and tapered bugle heads to enter drywall and grasp wood without harming material. Hex-head bolts, cap screws, and lag screws are driven with wrenches instead of screwdrivers or drill bits. Captive panel screws and thumb screws can be fixed and released without apparatuses on parts that are habitually expelled such as access panels. Screw caps can offer assistance to cover screw heads for both security and tasteful purposes.
	Shaft CollarsUsed to space or attach machine components like bearings and sprockets to shafts, shaft collars are often found in power transmission applications such as motors and gearboxes. Shaft collars are also used as mechanical stops.
	SpringsWe have your Springs at Etterman Enterprises. See our selection of springs for your business needs. If you can’t find what you need in our catalog give us a call, we will find it for you.
	Threaded Inserts & RepairThread Repair is available to fix or install any damaged or distorted thread. These tools can be used with an array of materials to ensure a complete, quality, and durable thread.
	Truck & Trailer Specialty FastenersTruck and Trailer Specialty Fasteners and kits. Specific fasteners and kits for certain parts of Semi Trucks and Trailers can be found here.
	WashersSearch for your washer needs at Etterman Enterprises. We have a large selection in stock and ready to ship out at a moments notice.



	Fleet SuppliesFleet Supplies
		Air Brake Hose & AccessoriesEtterman Enterprises has your truck and trailer air brake hoses and accessories. Coiled air brake hoses, yoke assemblies, springs, clips, repair kits and more!
	ChainsWe have different grades of chain to meet any of your work needs. Find what you want at Etterman Enterprises!
	ClampsAt Etterman Enterprises we have all sorts of clamps including hose clamps, lined clamps, constant torque clamps, center punch type clamps, t-bolt clamps, 2 ear clamps, muffler seal clamps and constant tension band clamps.
	Flags & PolesOrder flagpoles, flags, flagpole parts, and flagpole accessories from Etterman Enterprises.
	Fleet & Vehicle MaintenanceRod end bearings, ball joints, hood catches, key replacement, tire hardware and much more to maintain your vehicle at Etterman Enterprises!
	GladhandsAir Brake Gladhands & Accessories
	GrommetsLarge variety of clearance light grommet selections available. We have all the accessories needed for your truck and trailer lighting at Etterman Enterprises. The Midwest’s largest Fleet Supplier.
	Material HandlingEtterman Enterprises Material Handling Equipment such as Pallet Jacks, Load Binders, Chain and Cable Hooks, Truck and Trailer Anchors and so much more!
	PigtailsAt Etterman Enterprises we carry a wide variety of pigtails for all your automotive, truck and trailer needs. If you can’t find what you need give us a call!
	ReflectorsTruck/Trailer Reflector mounts easily to trailers, flatbeds, and campers.  Red or amber reflectors greatly increase visibility.
	Safety SignsSafety signs play a key role in keeping people safe on the job. Safety Signs must be noticeable, easy to read, and in many cases comply with OSHA standards.
	Adapters & Plug CleanersShop for your truck and trailer adapters at Etterman Enterprises. We stock the adapters you need to do your job! We also have plug cleaners for a cleaner electrical connection!
	Signal LightingIncandescent and LED style lights. Backup Lamps, Clearance/Marker lamps, Stop/Tail/Turn signal lamps.
	Tractor & Trailer ConnectorsThis section contains Tractor and Trailer Electrical Plug & Socket Connectors and replacement components and parts. If You Can’t Find What You Are Looking For? Call us!
	Warning & Hazard LightsWarning and Hazard Lights including Strobes and Flashing lights at Etterman Enterprises!



	Paint and ChemicalsWe carry a wide variety of paint products, chemical cleaners, coating protectants, sealants, etc.
		AdhesivesAdhesive, also known as glue, cement, mucilage, or paste, is any non-metallic substance applied to one or both surfaces of two separate items that binds them together and resists their separation.
	Anti-SeizeAnti–Seize Lubricants. Designed to provide a protective barrier between mechanical parts. Brute Strength. Professional Grade.
	CleanersIndustrial Cleaners. Cutting-edge cleaning products and industrial degreasers for all industries.
	EpoxyEpoxy refers to any of the basic components or cured end products of epoxy resins, as well as a colloquial name for the epoxide functional group. Epoxy resins, also known as polyepoxides, are a class of reactive prepolymers and polymers which contain epoxide groups.
	Hand CleanersNot all soils are the same. So when it comes to  hand cleaners, we sell products that are tailored to fit your needs, whether you work on a construction site, in a factory, or in an auto shop.
	Industrial CoatingsIndustrial coatings are products engineered specifically for their protective and functional properties. But while protection is their underlying goal, they also can be aesthetic.
	JanitorialCleaning materials and janitorial supplies ensure safe and well managed commercial and industrial facilities. Cleaning chemicals clean walls, floors, and other surfaces, degrease, sanitize, and disinfect them. Cleaning supplies such as mops, brooms, and floor cleaning machines clean floors and carpets, scrub, strip, buff, polish, or vacuum. In order to apply cleaning products to floors and large surfaces, buckets, squeegees, sponges, and other cleaning supplies are used.
	AccessoriesPaint & Chemical Accessories
	LubricantsIndustrial lubricants have a main role to perform, whether it is to generate and transmit electricity, to reduce or transmit driving forces, to generate cooling or compressed air, or for machine tool applications and in many other production areas. With specially-made lubricant solutions, many processes just run smoothly.
	Protecting AgentsProtecting Agents
	SealantsMaintaining or improving efficiency is Etterman Enterprise’s primary focus. Industrial sealants must work right the first time and every time. Fast fixture times and reliable performance in high-pressure applications are just some of the additional benefits of Etterman Enterprises sealant solutions. We offer a range of different sealants for various applications
	Steel-It#1 Toughest Heavy Duty Coating Loaded with Proprietary 316L Stainless Steel Micro Flake. Withstands Corrosion, Abrasion, Chip, UV & More. Exceptionally Durable. Made in the USA.



	Tools and Shop SuppliesTools and shop supplies
		Brooms & SqueegeesLet us help you keep your shop clean with our selection of Brooms, Brushes and Squeegees!
	BarsWe have Bars at Etterman Enterprises. Gooseneck Wrecking Bars, Double Utility Bars, Rolling Head Pry Bar and Screwdriver type Prybars with curved blades!
	Inspection & RetreivingInspection and retrieving tools reach under and behind objects to view and retrieve parts in recessed or hard-to-reach areas.
	ChiselsChisels are used for cutting, shaping, removing materials and much more. See our selection of Chisels for your shop!
	ClampsClamps are an essential part of every DIY tool kit. They’re useful for holding things together while you glue, cut or saw.
	LaddersWe have aluminum and fiberglass ladders. Extension type and Stepladders are available at Etterman Enterprises.
	Measuring & Layout ToolsTape Measures, Levels and Squares are just some of the measuring and layout tools you will find at Etterman Enterprises!
	MachiningMachining is a process in which a material is cut to a desired final shape and size by a controlled material-removal process.
	Packaging & ShippingWe have your packaging and shipping supplies at Etterman Enterprises!
	Plumbing ToolsFind professional plumbing tools and equipment online at Etterman Enterprises. Get what you need with fast shipping and easy returns.
	POSI LOCK PullersPosi Lock Puller’s manual gear and bearing pullers set the standard for quality, quickness, and convenience.
	PunchesPunching tools drill and form material in metalworking, woodworking, and electrical applications.
	Storage & WorkspaceKeep your workplace clean, tidy and organized with our storage products! Prevent clutter and ensure that products, equipment, and materials are accessible.
	Shop TowelsShop Towels are great for general shop, industrial use or home garage applications.
	ThermometersWhether your looking for a dial or digital thermometer we have them both! Industrial grade Thermometers.
	Trash SuppliesShop Etterman Enterprises for your Waste and Trash supplies.
	Tool MaintenanceSome tools need additional maintenance such as sharpening or dressing that makes it safe to use. It is a process that only takes a few seconds and is time well spent that will prevent you from having to repair or replace tools.



	Tube/Hose and FittingsWhen it comes to Pipe, Hose, Tube & Fittings, you can count on Etterman Enterprises. Supplies and solutions for every industry. Fast delivery. Top notch customer support!
		Blow GunsEE Inline Blow Gun was invented with these requirements a must. It had to be convenient, it could not be in the way and it had to be durable. Comment most heard from customers, “The EE Inline Blow Gun is the handiest tool in the shop”.
	Drain CocksIdeal for venting or draining air and water, these drain cocks can be used in various ways from industrial applications to compressor receiver use.
	Grease Guns & FittingsWhen it comes to Grease Guns, Fittings and Accessories, you can count on Etterman Enterprises. We have a large inventory of Grease Guns, fittings and accessories for your shop needs.
	Engine Oil Drain ValveIntroducing the best way to change oil – the Engine Oil Drain Valve!
	Hose & TubingBrake tubing and hose, hose protectors, hose and tube cutters, fuel hose, windshield and vacuum tubing, heater hose and radiator hose. We have hoses and tubing for your industrial needs at Etterman Enterprises.
	Fittings
	Hose ReelsHose reels built to spec to withstand the most taxing conditions of any industry. Superior reels. Types: Wall Mount, Swivel, Stationary, Portable.
	Hydraulic PartsYour #1 Source For Hydraulic Products in the Midwest. Save On Hydraulic Crimpers, Crimp Fittings and Hoses Today! Expert Advice & Service.
	Industrial TubingTubing for a wide variety of commercial and industrial product lines. Products need to perform, and our tubing is meant to support those processes. We understand the complexities and intricacies of various commercial product offerings so your products can perform at their best.
	O-RingsHuge Inventory of In Stock O Ring
	Pressure Washer Hose & AccessoriesIn the Upper Midwest, Etterman Enterprises is a leading supplier of pressure washer hoses. We can supply the area with a wide range of pressure washer hose types in a variety of lengths thanks to our unsurpassed high-pressure hose quality. We understand that hose specifications vary depending on the application, which is why we make it our task to provide our customers with the right hose for the job.
	Poly CapsWe stock a huge range of rubber and plastic end caps that are suited to multiple applications and uses. Our selection of caps are manufactured to the highest standards.
	SAE 45 Degree FlareBrass SAE 45° fittings are designed for use on low pressure copper, brass, aluminum or steel tubing. They are most commonly used for fuel equipment, plumbing, gases, refrigeration and vacuum lines. Flare fittings are easy to disassemble and can be reassembled many times with no effect on the seal, however brass is a soft material and susceptible to distortion, cracking, cross threading, etc. when over tightened.
	Transmission BrassBrass Transmission Fittings utilize a specially designed slotted sleeve to help prevent notch stress related to over-torque. Fittings are designed to be used in pressure protected air transmission applications.



	Assortment & Storage Equipment
		AssortmentsAssortments available in most of our products and configurations.
	Banding & AccessoriesWe have your Steel and Poly Strapping (Banding) and Accessories at Etterman Enterprises!
	BagsPoly bags are useful for transporting and storing goods because they secure and organize them. Open-ended poly bags have one end that can be filled and the other end that can be sealed with a heat seal, staple, or tape. Sealers for poly bags and tubing use pressure and heat to create an airtight seal.
	Bins & DividersWe have your storage bins and divider to help organize anything that needs a little bit of organization. Let’s make things easier to find for you!
	BoxesShipping boxes come in a variety of shapes, sizes, and abilities for storing and transporting goods. For secure shipping, boxes contain goods wrapped in protective wrapping or surrounded by void fill material. They can be stacked in a warehouse or shipping container after being sealed shut.
	Steel & Polypropylene DrawersEtterman Enterprises offers a range of drawer cabinets that are ideal for use in maintenance areas and tool rooms to store and organize parts. They are designed to fit into shelving units and workbenches.
	Steel Bins & AccessoriesSteel Drawer Bin Cabinets with Steel Drawers help to organize and secure equipment and hardware. Models made of cold-rolled steel are extremely durable, and powder-coated finishes help to resist corrosion in harsh environments. For added storage space, cabinets and bins of the same width and depth can be stacked. Models that have a stop feature at the back of the drawers may help avoid spilling accidents.
	Storage EquipmentStorage cabinets provide businesses with storage solutions for tools and supplies. Heavy-duty commercial and industrial storage cabinets offer high-density storage with customizable compartments and shelves.
	Wire StorageWith the right conduit storage, you can keep your workplace clean and organized. With cable racks, stands, and shelves, you can keep all of your wire conduit secure and organized. Start storing wire spools with reel rack starters, or expand your storage space with reel rack add-ons.



	Cutting Tools
		Abrasive Caps & Rubber HeadsAbrasive Caps and Expanding Rubber Heads
	Annular CuttersAnnular Cutters
	BladesBlades
	BrushesBrushes. Industrial brushes. Paint brushes. Acid brushes. Chip brushes. Cup brushes. Conflex brush knot type. End brush. Wheel brushes.
	CountersinksCountersinks
	Decal Removal SystemDecal Removal System
	Drill BitsDrill Bits
	ExtractorsExtractors
	FilesFiles
	Surface Prep Discs & PadsSurface Preparation Discs and Pads
	Frame ReamersFrame Reamers
	Tap and DieTap and Die
	Tungsten Carbide BursTungsten Carbide Burs
	Utility KnivesUtility Knives. Various shapes and styles to choose from.
	WheelsWheels – Bench, Cotton Fiber, Cut-off, Flap, Grinding, Polifan, Razorback and Wire



	Electrical
		Alligator ClipsAlligator Clips are designed to use a battery to power devices. Perfect solution for home, auto or marine applications.
	BatteriesBatteries. CR, LR, AA, AAA, AAAA, C, D, 9V, 6V
	Breakers, Fuses & RelaysIf your looking for circuit breakers, a large variety of fuses and assortment of relays, we have what you need at Etterman Enterprises. Check out our stock.
	Battery TerminalsAll battery terminals are color coated for easy identification. View our selection of crimp, solder, post type, lugs and accessories at Etterman Enterprises.
	Terminals & ConnectorsElectrical Terminals. Electric and wire terminals are necessary to connect various circuits or systems together—and luckily Etterman Enterprises has a huge selection to choose from.
	WireElectrical Wire. We carry electrical wire for your truck, trailer and mechanical needs. Variety of gauges and style wire. Different spool sizes available to meet your shop’s needs.
	ToolsElectrical Tools. Unique and Innovative Tools for Electricians, Electrical Contractors, Maintenance and Telecom Professionals.
	Extension Cords, Sockets & ReceptaclesExtension Cords, Plugs, Sockets and Receptacles. We have everything your shop needs to get plugged in and running, and stay running all year long. Industrial 110 Volt plugs and sockets for everyday use. Industrial 250 volt plugs and receptacles for your heavy duty equipment. Industrial grade extension cords and adapters.
	Solder & FluxSolder is a fusible metal alloy used to create a permanent bond between metal workpieces. Flux also protects the metal surfaces from re-oxidation during soldering and helps the soldering process by altering the surface tension of the molten solder.
	LightingHere at Etterman Enterprises we have a large selection of lighting. We have automotive lights, mini bulbs, head light capsules, beams and lamps, industrial lighting and fixtures and of course LED lighting!
	Tape ProductsTape Products. Duct, Electrical, Foam, Masking tapes and more. Check out our large selection of tape products at Etterman Enterprises.
	Wire Coverings & ProtectionEtterman Enterprises has many types and sizes of wire coverings in stock, from corrugated looms to grommets and shrink tubing, suitable for securing a multitude of automotive electrical wiring and electrical connections in any application. An industrial cable guard or wire safety prevents damage caused by damage caused by wire vibration, abrasion and accidental interaction with other heat-producing equipment components.
	Toggle SwitchesToggle switches have a short lever to manually turn equipment on or off. They’re typically used to provide simultaneous actuation of multiple electrical contacts or to control large amounts of electric current.



	FastenersFasteners
		AnchorsAnchors provide a secure hold when inserted into materials. Threaded anchors include anchor screws, which have sharp threads and strong material construction for boring into concrete or drywall and providing a secure hold. Expanding anchors include drive-pin anchors, which expand in predrilled holes when set with a hammer, and drop-in anchors, which are internally threaded and designed to expand when accommodating corresponding bolts.
	BoltsBolts secure material by applying pressure from the head of the bolt. They fit with comparing tapped holes and nuts to form bolted joints. Cap screws and hex bolts have heads planned for tightening to correct specifications with ratchets or spanner torque wrenches. Bolts with rounded heads, such as carriage bolts and step bolts, give a low-profile fit in tight applications. Eye bolts have heads with expansive, circular openings that can connect with hooks or other fasteners for specialty applications such as vertical lifting.
	HooksS-hooks fit around chains, pipes, rods, and other things to bolster lighting, speakers, and other installations. They can moreover be utilized for canvas tie-downs, or with chains to support objects that ought to turn or swivel.
	Keyed Shafts & KeysEtterman Enterprises offer’s a variety of Keys and Keystock to meet your business needs. Shop our selection. If you can’t find what you need, give us a call today!
	Fastener ToolsFastening tools are simply tools that help you apply fasteners, such as nails, screws, bolts, and other specialty hardware.
	NutsShop for your hex nuts, locknuts, jam nuts and more at Etterman Enterprises. We have a large selection to choose from. Search for your shops needs. If we do not have what you need give us a call we will try and find it for you!
	Rivet & Rivet ToolsRivets make a permanent assembly to affix hard and soft materials. Blind rivets are installed in a joint from only one side of a part or structure. Push-in rivets feature ribbed or expanding shanks that lock in place without extra tools. Solid rivets set in place with a hammer or rivet press. They expand to securely lock parts together. Rivet tools set compatible rivets in place.
	PinsSecuring pins fit through penetrated holes to adjust machine components, permit free development along an axis, or give a changeless or temporary connection. A metal cotter pin fastener can be bowed amid installation to act like a staple or spring pin. A hitch pin assembly can secure a trailer by dropping in place and locking. A steel-grade, industrial security pin finds, adjusts, and secures components.
	Retaining Rings & ClipsRetaining Rings and clips come in a variety of shapes and sizes. They are primarily used for internally or externally securing a shaft to prevent the shaft from sliding out of its position.
	Rods & StudsEtterman Enterprises’ rods or studs come in a diverse range of styles to provide durability and a lasting hold in any application.
	ScrewsScrews are threaded fasteners that make lasting or transitory congregations. They are embedded and expelled by turning in one heading or another. Wood screws, floor screws, and sheet metal screws have level heads that sit flush when holding fabric together. Machine screws secure metal to metal and are embedded into a pre-threaded gap or mated with a nut. Thread-cutting screws are self-tapping screws that cut absent and expel the encompassing fabric to make a tapped gap. Deck screws stand up to rust and erosion to hold open air decking materials together. Drywall screws have fine tips, coarse threads, and tapered bugle heads to enter drywall and grasp wood without harming material. Hex-head bolts, cap screws, and lag screws are driven with wrenches instead of screwdrivers or drill bits. Captive panel screws and thumb screws can be fixed and released without apparatuses on parts that are habitually expelled such as access panels. Screw caps can offer assistance to cover screw heads for both security and tasteful purposes.
	Shaft CollarsUsed to space or attach machine components like bearings and sprockets to shafts, shaft collars are often found in power transmission applications such as motors and gearboxes. Shaft collars are also used as mechanical stops.
	Threaded Inserts & RepairThread Repair is available to fix or install any damaged or distorted thread. These tools can be used with an array of materials to ensure a complete, quality, and durable thread.
	SpringsWe have your Springs at Etterman Enterprises. See our selection of springs for your business needs. If you can’t find what you need in our catalog give us a call, we will find it for you.
	Truck & Trailer FastenersTruck and Trailer Specialty Fasteners and kits. Specific fasteners and kits for certain parts of Semi Trucks and Trailers can be found here.
	WashersSearch for your washer needs at Etterman Enterprises. We have a large selection in stock and ready to ship out at a moments notice.



	Fleet Supplies
		Air Brake Hose & AcceEtterman Enterprises has your truck and trailer air brake hoses and accessories. Coiled air brake hoses, yoke assemblies, springs, clips, repair kits and more!
	ChainsWe have different grades of chain to meet any of your work needs. Find what you want at Etterman Enterprises!
	ClampsAt Etterman Enterprises we have all sorts of clamps including hose clamps, lined clamps, constant torque clamps, center punch type clamps, t-bolt clamps, 2 ear clamps, muffler seal clamps and constant tension band clamps.
	Flags & PolesOrder flagpoles, flags, flagpole parts, and flagpole accessories from Etterman Enterprises.
	Fleet & Vehicle MaintenanceRod end bearings, ball joints, hood catches, key replacement, tire hardware and much more to maintain your vehicle at Etterman Enterprises!
	GrommetsLarge variety of clearance light grommet selections available. We have all the accessories needed for your truck and trailer lighting at Etterman Enterprises. The Midwest’s largest Fleet Supplier.
	GladhandsAir Brake Gladhands & Accessories
	Material HandlingEtterman Enterprises Material Handling Equipment such as Pallet Jacks, Load Binders, Chain and Cable Hooks, Truck and Trailer Anchors and so much more!
	PigtailsAt Etterman Enterprises we carry a wide variety of pigtails for all your automotive, truck and trailer needs. If you can’t find what you need give us a call!
	ReflectorsTruck/Trailer Reflector mounts easily to trailers, flatbeds, and campers.  Red or amber reflectors greatly increase visibility.
	Safety SignsSafety signs play a key role in keeping people safe on the job. Safety Signs must be noticeable, easy to read, and in many cases comply with OSHA standards.
	Adapters & Plug CleanersShop for your truck and trailer adapters at Etterman Enterprises. We stock the adapters you need to do your job! We also have plug cleaners for a cleaner electrical connection!
	Signal LightingIncandescent and LED style lights. Backup Lamps, Clearance/Marker lamps, Stop/Tail/Turn signal lamps.
	Tractor/Trailer ConnectorsThis section contains Tractor and Trailer Electrical Plug & Socket Connectors and replacement components and parts. If You Can’t Find What You Are Looking For? Call us!
	Warning LightsWarning and Hazard Lights including Strobes and Flashing lights at Etterman Enterprises!



	Paint and Chemicals
		AdhesivesAdhesive, also known as glue, cement, mucilage, or paste, is any non-metallic substance applied to one or both surfaces of two separate items that binds them together and resists their separation.
	Anti-SeizeAnti–Seize Lubricants. Designed to provide a protective barrier between mechanical parts. Brute Strength. Professional Grade.
	CleanersIndustrial Cleaners. Cutting-edge cleaning products and industrial degreasers for all industries.
	EpoxyEpoxy refers to any of the basic components or cured end products of epoxy resins, as well as a colloquial name for the epoxide functional group. Epoxy resins, also known as polyepoxides, are a class of reactive prepolymers and polymers which contain epoxide groups.
	Hand CleanersNot all soils are the same. So when it comes to  hand cleaners, we sell products that are tailored to fit your needs, whether you work on a construction site, in a factory, or in an auto shop.
	Industrial CoatingsIndustrial coatings are products engineered specifically for their protective and functional properties. But while protection is their underlying goal, they also can be aesthetic.
	JanitorialCleaning materials and janitorial supplies ensure safe and well managed commercial and industrial facilities. Cleaning chemicals clean walls, floors, and other surfaces, degrease, sanitize, and disinfect them. Cleaning supplies such as mops, brooms, and floor cleaning machines clean floors and carpets, scrub, strip, buff, polish, or vacuum. In order to apply cleaning products to floors and large surfaces, buckets, squeegees, sponges, and other cleaning supplies are used.
	AccessoriesPaint & Chemical Accessories
	LubricantsIndustrial lubricants have a main role to perform, whether it is to generate and transmit electricity, to reduce or transmit driving forces, to generate cooling or compressed air, or for machine tool applications and in many other production areas. With specially-made lubricant solutions, many processes just run smoothly.
	Protecting AgentsProtecting Agents
	SealantsMaintaining or improving efficiency is Etterman Enterprise’s primary focus. Industrial sealants must work right the first time and every time. Fast fixture times and reliable performance in high-pressure applications are just some of the additional benefits of Etterman Enterprises sealant solutions. We offer a range of different sealants for various applications
	Steel-It#1 Toughest Heavy Duty Coating Loaded with Proprietary 316L Stainless Steel Micro Flake. Withstands Corrosion, Abrasion, Chip, UV & More. Exceptionally Durable. Made in the USA.



	Tools & Shop Supplies
		BarsWe have Bars at Etterman Enterprises. Gooseneck Wrecking Bars, Double Utility Bars, Rolling Head Pry Bar and Screwdriver type Prybars with curved blades!
	Brooms and HandlesWe have several style of brooms to meet your needs. We also have replacement handles as well as specialty handles that work with brooms, brushes and squeegees.
	Inspection & RetrievingInspection and retrieving tools reach under and behind objects to view and retrieve parts in recessed or hard-to-reach areas.
	ClampsClamps are an essential part of every DIY tool kit. They’re useful for holding things together while you glue, cut or saw.
	LaddersWe have aluminum and fiberglass ladders. Extension type and Stepladders are available at Etterman Enterprises.
	Measuring & LayoutTape Measures, Levels and Squares are just some of the measuring and layout tools you will find at Etterman Enterprises!
	MachiningMachining is a process in which a material is cut to a desired final shape and size by a controlled material-removal process.
	Packaging and ShippingWe have your packaging and shipping supplies at Etterman Enterprises!
	Plumbing ToolsFind professional plumbing tools and equipment online at Etterman Enterprises. Get what you need with fast shipping and easy returns.
	POSI LOCK PullersPosi Lock Puller’s manual gear and bearing pullers set the standard for quality, quickness, and convenience.
	PunchesPunching tools drill and form material in metalworking, woodworking, and electrical applications.
	Storage & WorkspaceKeep your workplace clean, tidy and organized with our storage products! Prevent clutter and ensure that products, equipment, and materials are accessible.
	Shop TowelsShop Towels are great for general shop, industrial use or home garage applications.
	ThermometersWhether your looking for a dial or digital thermometer we have them both! Industrial grade Thermometers.
	Waste & Trash SuppliesShop Etterman Enterprises for your Waste and Trash supplies.
	Tool MaintenanceSome tools need additional maintenance such as sharpening or dressing that makes it safe to use. It is a process that only takes a few seconds and is time well spent that will prevent you from having to repair or replace tools.



	Tube/Hose and Fittings
		Blow GunsEE Inline Blow Gun was invented with these requirements a must. It had to be convenient, it could not be in the way and it had to be durable. Comment most heard from customers, “The EE Inline Blow Gun is the handiest tool in the shop”.
	Drain CocksIdeal for venting or draining air and water, these drain cocks can be used in various ways from industrial applications to compressor receiver use.
	Grease Guns & FittingsWhen it comes to Grease Guns, Fittings and Accessories, you can count on Etterman Enterprises. We have a large inventory of Grease Guns, fittings and accessories for your shop needs.
	Engine Oil Drain ValveIntroducing the best way to change oil – the Engine Oil Drain Valve!
	Hose & TubingBrake tubing and hose, hose protectors, hose and tube cutters, fuel hose, windshield and vacuum tubing, heater hose and radiator hose. We have hoses and tubing for your industrial needs at Etterman Enterprises.
	Fittings
	Hose ReelsHose reels built to spec to withstand the most taxing conditions of any industry. Superior reels. Types: Wall Mount, Swivel, Stationary, Portable.
	Hydraulic PartsYour #1 Source For Hydraulic Products in the Midwest. Save On Hydraulic Crimpers, Crimp Fittings and Hoses Today! Expert Advice & Service.
	Industrial TubingTubing for a wide variety of commercial and industrial product lines. Products need to perform, and our tubing is meant to support those processes. We understand the complexities and intricacies of various commercial product offerings so your products can perform at their best.
	O-RingsHuge Inventory of In Stock O Ring
	Pressure Washer Hose & AccessoriesIn the Upper Midwest, Etterman Enterprises is a leading supplier of pressure washer hoses. We can supply the area with a wide range of pressure washer hose types in a variety of lengths thanks to our unsurpassed high-pressure hose quality. We understand that hose specifications vary depending on the application, which is why we make it our task to provide our customers with the right hose for the job.
	Poly CapsWe stock a huge range of rubber and plastic end caps that are suited to multiple applications and uses. Our selection of caps are manufactured to the highest standards.
	SAE 45 Degree FlareBrass SAE 45° fittings are designed for use on low pressure copper, brass, aluminum or steel tubing. They are most commonly used for fuel equipment, plumbing, gases, refrigeration and vacuum lines. Flare fittings are easy to disassemble and can be reassembled many times with no effect on the seal, however brass is a soft material and susceptible to distortion, cracking, cross threading, etc. when over tightened.
	Transmission BrassBrass Transmission Fittings utilize a specially designed slotted sleeve to help prevent notch stress related to over-torque. Fittings are designed to be used in pressure protected air transmission applications.
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							Etterman Enterprises is a distributer of products to the industrial, commercial, maintenance, repair and replacement marketplace. We specialize in fastener systems, cutting tools, paint & chemicals, electrical, tube, hose & fittings, fleet supplies, tools & shop supplies. These products are offered in conjunction with inventory control solutions to satisfy all of your maintenance and repair needs. All of our products are of the top most quality.
Etterman Enterprises has one of the largest varieties of Fleet and Industrial Supplies in the Midwest. With over 77,000 individual STOCKED part numbers, we are able to supply even the most unique and newest items on demand!
 
						

				

					

		

				
			
						
				
																										

				

					

		

					

		
					

		

					

		
				
						
					
			
						
				
					
				
				

		

					
							

			
							

					

				

				

					

		

					

		
				
						
					
			
						
				
					
			
				
											
									
							
					
								
					
						
					
			
							

		

					

		
				

							

									

						
											

		

								

											
									
							
					
								
					
						
					
			
							

		

					

		
				

							

									

						
											

		

								

											
									
							
					
								
					
						
					
			
							

		

					

		
				

							

									

						
											

		

								

											
									
							
					
								
					
						
					
			
							

		

					

		
				

							

									

						
											

		

								

									

																					

		

				

				

					

		

					

		
				
							

							
					
			
						
				
					
			
				
										
We Invite Your Orders Because We Believe...




Our Quality Product,




Our Quality Service,




Our Competitive Pricing,




Position Us To Earn Your Business!
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		Etterman Enterprises
			1913 West Highway 12

PO Box 1152

Willmar, MN 56201

Phone: (320) 235-1940

WATTS: (800) 852-7713

Email: [email protected]

Business Hours:

Monday-Friday 8:00 AM – 5:00 PM

Saturday-Sunday: Closed
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